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Dylan Hartley’s Gesso workshop   
Days 13, 14 and 15        
19th, 20th and 21 May 2014 
 

All notes to be read in conjunction with Aidan's notes on gessoing boards 
‘Techniques of Icon Painting’ 
http://aidanharticons.com/category/resources/ 
 
Dylan has been a friend of Aidan since the 1990's and was trained by him. Dylan uses Aidan’s 
method of gessoing and sticks firmly to the rules as this ensures a good result. Whenever he has 
not followed them, things have gone wrong and he has had to start all over again.  
 
Always bear in mind that "the main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing" So stay 
focussed!  
 
The sequence of gessoing boards was split and spread over the three days in a way which was most 
practical for the group in the given time, but not in the exact sequence.  
 
For the purpose of these notes and future reference, I will arrange the notes in sequence. For the 
full instructions, refer to Aidan Hart’s book ‘Techniques of Icon Painting’ as these notes describe 
additional tips based on Dylan’s experience as a joiner/cabinet maker.  
 
The weather was absolutely perfect for gessoing boards. 19-20deg C, sunny, light breeze, showers 
overnight adding to humidity to stop boards drying too quickly. Note to self, save this job until 
summer and do at least four boards. Dylan does a max of 2 sq m at a time, but I think 1.5sq m 
would be my limit at this stage. It is tiring work and you have to work consistently, swiftly and 
carefully for 8hours. It took me six hours to gesso four medium boards with 8 x A5 (approx) boards, 
with additional help from two of my fellow students.  
 
TIP 1 Turn off phone, ignore the door bell and pack sandwiches and have cold drink beside you.  
 
TIP 2 Prepare well in advance. Get all the materials together.  
 
Slow cooker, round brush (better for holding the gesso), towels - two large one small, one or two 
old pillow cases. Two plastic buckets of hand-hot water, scrubby sponge to get gesso off your hands 
fast. Plastic sheet or newspaper on your table. A second surface area to place your boards during 
the gessoing process.  
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                    Slow cooker is ideal for keeping glue to the right temperature and for mixing gesso 
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TIP 3 when mixing up your ingredients, mix over and above the amount required to allow for 
evaporation. Better not to run out!  
 
Choosing boards  
 
TIP 4 Given the amount of work that goes into the gessoing process, it is a false economy to 
skimp on the wood.  
 
Aim to use the most blemish free, stable, woodworm resistant wood as you can. Cheap or poorer 
quality pieces will backfire later by cracking, warping, beetle attack or leaking resin.  
 
Dylan gave us a sample joiner’s order sheet which is the standard method of giving clear 
instructions to a timber merchant on quantity of boards to cut and the finished sizes. Timber which 
is rough sawn will be one dimension, but the size will reduce by 5 or 6mm when planed down to its 
finished size.  
 
Joining boards 
 
When considering the size of your finished board, bear in mind 240mm is the maximum width a 
hardwood board can be before it has to be bonded to another piece of wood or braced with a truss. 
These factors all increase the price of the icon board due to the extra work that is involved. A plank 
of seasoned oak approx 250mm wide by 2m long costs £180. 
 

         
Dylan demonstrating how to join boards  
 
When two boards are butt joined side by side, there are three hidden tenon slots and beech dowels 
concealed within and glued applied well into the joints and dowels. PVA is a good wood glue and so 
is 'Tite Bond' an American glue. A "domino" machine cuts the slots - but it is expensive. Remember 
that when butt joining boards, you have to allow extra thickness for the dowels, trusses and 
kovchek. Wipe the surface clean of glue using a wet cloth. Use sash cramps to hold the boards 
together until the glue dries.  
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Tip 5 WARNING! Never let steel (or any metal objects for that matter apart from Stainless steel) 
touch the oak. The metal draws out the tannic acids. If you left a chisel on it overnight, you would 
have a chisel shape printed on by morning.  
 
Plywood - if working with ply, the best type to use is exterior quality, birch ply. It is made up of 
more layers than standard ply and is therefore more stable.  
 

   
 
Best to buy a whole sheet from a timber merchant and have it cut up.  
 
Hardwood 
Wood must be well seasoned. Tulip wood (also known as North American Polar) is a really good 
wood to use for icon boards as it is stable and usually free of knots. Lime wood is no use for icon 
boards as it is full of knots.  
 
Movement in wood is negligible along the length of the grain - it mostly moves across the grain.  
 
Make sure the wood is quarter sawn. This reduces the amount of movement in the panel.  
 
Buy planed wood, order a metre or more, then cut it down to your required size.  
 
TIP 6 to determine the front of the icon board, pick up the wood and look at the short edge. If the 
curve of the end grain corresponds with the curve of your eye brow, then the side of the board 
facing you is the front. If not, then turn the board!    
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Making the kovchek (ark in Slavonic) 
 
Taking your board, mark out the position of the kovchek with a pencil in clear lines to show through 
the dust.  
 
Refer to Dylan’s worksheet for appropriate sizes. Tools: two chisels, one flat and one curved, and a 
mallet. Secure the board with a vice. You are aiming to achieve a flat, smooth surface but with 
some 'tooth' for the linen to stick to.  
 
Make indents into the top at the corners using the flat edged chisel. For a small to medium board, 
don’t chisel out much deeper than 2 to 3mm. You can go deeper on larger boards. There is a tool 
'router gauge' which measures the exact depth.  
 
When chiselling, tuck your arm in, use your body weight to push, control the movement. Work 
slowly and carefully gradually chipping down the raised timber. You are aiming to 'flatten the 
mountains'.   
 
Chisel across the grain, as the chisel is less likely to wander.  
 
When Dylan machine tools the kovchek he warns to take great care, as using a router is dangerous! 
Bear in mind too that when attaching dust bags to hand tools it fills and becomes heavy to manage. 
When machine routing icon boards, it leaves a curved corner, which is not ideal at this stage and 
should be sharpened by hand with a small chisel.  
 
Sand down the face of the kovchek using 40 grit sandpaper then, with 80 grit. Scratches provide a 
key for the linen scrim.  
 
Dylan only tool cuts icon boards as hand cutting is too labour /time intensive and not commercially 
viable although he loves hand cutting them. Dylan still hand cuts them when he runs his weekend 
courses.  
 
Dylan’s old teacher Peter told him it was "better to be a happy carpenter than an unhappy doctor"  
 
Making the indent for the truss. 
 
The size of a truss is cut according to the size of the icon board (see Dylan’s worksheet) 
It is cut out of a plain square edge (PSE) section of timber and made into a trapezoidal shape, with 
sides cut at an angle of 14degrees. It can vary a little from this but it must correspond with the 
angle cut into the icon board.  
 
Chisel out the indent for the truss remembering TIP 6 
 
TIP 7 If you are ordering (or making) an icon board which needs a join, it doesn’t have to be 
placed in the middle. Think about the image and ensure the join does not cross through a critical 
place (ie through the face). 
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Ingredients and materials: 
 Rabbit skin glue (Cornelissen),  
 Whiting (Cornelissen) 
 Water,  
 Hand wash bowl,  
 Large metal sieve,  
 Large jam jar with lid (to store gesso), 
 Cooking thermometer, 
 Plastic bucket,  
 Food weighing scales,  
 Plastic spatula,  
 Linen – (Dylan gets his linen from a window cleaning firm in London, pre-shrunk and ironed.  
 It has a large weave which he has found has good adhesive properties and it is better able to 
 withstand the movement of the timber panel).  
 A timer would be useful too.  
 
TIP8 : Ingredient quantities are all determined by weight rather than volume.  
 
TIP 9: Write numbers on the back of your boards so you work in sequence. Then keep record 
sheets of when you apply the coats. This is really, really important. You just have to get one 
distraction and you can forget where you were and blow the sequence.  
 
TIP 10 Whiting quality varies and the amount of porcelain it contains affects the hardness of the 
gesso. Dylan always uses Cornelissen's whiting and has found it consistently good.  
 
Stage one.  Application of glue  
 

  
 Dylan applying the glue 
 
You need two coats of glue, laid with minimum of three hours drying time between (Aidan 
recommends six hours).  
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TIP 11 Get a slow cooker, one with a lift out bowl in a heated container, such as sold by Tesco for 
around £10 to £15. 
 
Measure out the glue according to Dylan's guide sheet. Normally, you soak the glue in cold water 
overnight, but it is also ok to soak it in hand hot water on the day. If doing it this way, then put the 
glue in the slow cooker, in hot water and set the dial on high. Careful though, do NOT let it go over 
50deg. This is an organic material and if it goes over 57deg, it destroys the proteins. Turn it off 
when it reaches 47 -48 as the glue will continue to soften and stir thoroughly to dissolve all the 
granules, then leave lid on to cool. The glue sets as it cools and loosens in the heat.  
 
When the glue has been made, it can be kept for three days in the fridge. If left out at room temp 
for too long, it will go off and smell. 
 
As you are applying the glue, leave the lid half on to reduce evaporation. 
 
TIP 12 A wooden plinth made out of battens helps to lift the icon board up from the surface 
 
Get your boards in place on the towels and apply a liberal coat of glue right into the corners of the 
kovchek. Avoid puddling and try not to glue the edges then set aside. Ply boards are more 
straightforward but if your h/w boards are thin, then Aidan advises applying layers of size on the 
back of the boards too.  
 
When the glue has dried, apply a second coat and leave to dry.  
 
Stage Two.  Application of scrim/linen/primer 
 
These next few layers are the foundation and critical to the whole board.  
 
The linen acts as a bridge between the wood and the gesso and is very important in absorbing the 
movement between these two materials.  
 
Getting the air out of the linen is the utmost priority, as trapped air will cause problems later. 

   
  Pressing the air out of the linen 
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TIP 13 Always unplug and switch off before wet work.  
 
Cut the piece of scrim allowing an additional 2cm around the perimeter. Soak it into the hot size 
until saturated and very lightly squeeze it out but avoid making creases, then place it evenly over 
the board.  
 
Now roll up your sleeves and get stuck into this next stage! Working swiftly sweep both your hands 
over the linen and work the size into the linen and setting it on to the panel, particularly running 
your fingers into the kovcheks. Aim to get all the air out, push heavily against the board and flatten 
every air bubble and wrinkle out.   
 
Work on the smooth area within the frame first, then on the outer frame. 
 

   
  Scrim laid on the icon board 
 
Set aside for at least three hours, preferably six.  
 
When the size has dried and settled (allow about three hours) the next coat is the last opportunity 
to get rid of any trapped air. If you don’t, then it will surface later and send you back to square one.  
 
The glue must be warm again, back up to temperature. (If you haven’t got a thermometer, the glue 
is just about hot enough to tolerate if you put your hand in it.) 
 
Dip your brush in the size and without wiping it on the side of the pan, apply a couple of brush 
loads to the board, working it into the linen with both your hands, spreading firmly and flicking up 
and off at the sides to prevent a build up of size around the edges.  
 
Look really closely to see that there are no tiny air bubbles or blisters and set aside to dry and 
preferably allow at least 24 hours before applying the final coats. You can leave the boards 
indefinitely at this stage, they will keep. Note pin prick holes which need to be filled with gesso. 
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Spot the pin prick holes which need to be filled with gesso 
 
TIP 14: Gesso and glue can be dissolved down the sink flushed generously with hot water. It is all 
organic.  
 
TIP 15: don't waste time washing your brush out between gluing sessions as it softens as soon as 
it goes back into the hot glue.   
 
 
NB in the Russian tradition, icon boards are also gessoed along the sides of the boards. If you do it 
this way, remember to also apply two coats of size to the back as sealing it along the sides creates 
tension in the wood.  
 
Tip 16 if you have a split in your gesso, soak the whole lot in hot water and wipe it off. Let the 
board dry out thoroughly before starting again.  
 
 
Gessoing the Boards  
TIP 18 Gessoing is a job best saved until mild weather, too hot and the boards dry too fast, too 
cold and they take longer to dry. Ideally 18-24 degrees, open and close the windows to help 
adjust the drying speed. Start early in the day. Get everything set up beforehand.  
 
Using 100 grit sandpaper, lightly sand the lumps on the primed board. Don’t worry about creases, 
just work on eliminating the big bumps. This is where the thicker linen has the advantage as it is 
better at absorbing movement.  
 
Check for air bubbles. Look for 'volcanos' and if you do spot one, then press your finger on the 
surface to flatten it out. Work the next coat of gesso into the bubble very hard.  
 
Heat up the rabbit glue so it is hand hot - just hot enough to hold your hand in for a few seconds. 
47deg.c 
 
Measure out the required amount of whiting, remembering to allow more than you need to allow 
for evaporation. Determine your requirements in square metres and round UP to the nearest half 
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square metre. Then gently add into the rabbit glue. It bubbles as the ingredients mix. Be very 
careful to stir SLOWLY so as not to add air. Don’t lift the spatula out of the pot while you are 
stirring. It takes about 15 minutes to dissolve. When all dissolved, turn off the casserole, unplug it 
and get ready to sieve the mixture.  
 

     
 
Get two plastic buckets set up. Then, rest a large metal sieve over bucket one (it must be very 
clean) and taking a plastic jug, start to scoop the rabbit/whiting mixture into the sieve and into the 
bucket. Using a spatula, ease out all the lumps. Finally tip all the mixture from the casserole into the 
bucket. Then wash the casserole pot out in the second bucket and replace it in the vessel so it is 
ready for you to pour the sieved mixture back very, very slowly and carefully in the casserole pot. 
Try not to introduce any air by stirring it up. Put the lid back on and switch it back on high for five 
minutes (use a timer!). Do not overheat it or it will build up air and corrupt the mixture.  
 
Aim to keep the mix just below 50deg and never above 57deg. The casserole retains a lot of the 
heat energy throughout the day. When it has reached temperature, turn it off and take a ten 
minute break to let any air come to the surface and escape naturally.  
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Prepare your work space. Large towel spread out, pillow case on top, hand wipe towel to the side. 
Set aside an area for the gessoed boards to dry close by. Have a bucket of warm water ready to 
wash your hands between layers otherwise the gesso dries on your hands and flakes off.  
 
Get your timing sheet and pen set up beside you. Number your boards and work in sequence 
jotting down the start and finish of every sequence. Always note down when you add a couple of 
teaspoons of warm water to counteract the evaporation.  
 
The first two layers are the most important and need vigorous effort to rub in the gesso. 
 

   
  Smoothing on the gesso with our hands 
 
Prepare your brush by dipping it in hot water to soften up the bristles. Use the same oval brush as 
for the gluing which is very good at holding the gesso mix.  
 
Work fast. Dip brush, DO NOT wipe it on the sides. Apply plenty of gesso to the first and second 
coats. A smallish board needs about two brush loads. Don’t wipe the brush on the sides! RUB 
HARD! Use both hands and work firmly to get all the air out. Spread the gesso evenly over the 
board working it well into the kovchek. Use your hands working left to right, then up and down. As 
you sweep your hand across the board, flick your palm up as it leaves the board to ease the 
pressure at the sides and to avoid a build-up of gesso at the sides.  
 
If you spot an air bubble, use your finger tip and rub around it and then gradually rub to the middle 
to flatten it.  
 
Always wait until each coat has gone off before applying the next coat. Check the board by holding 
it on its side and looking for signs where it is still wet and shiny. When it looks a matt ivory it is 
ready for the next coat.  
 
Gradually build up to fifteen coats remembering to keep a note of each round of the time of each 
start and finish.  
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Set aside to dry overnight and leave in a relatively humid area or leave buckets of water around to 
stop them drying out too fast. They may make a cracking sound as they dry but the flaws won’t be 
evident until the next day.  
 

   
  Boards being laid out to dry overnight 
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